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2020 Update of the European 
Strategy for Par5cle Physics 
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19 June 2020       10.17181/CERN.JSC6.W89E

• Ensure Europe’s con:nued scien-fic and technological leadership
• Strengthen the unique ecosystem of research centres in Europe

• An electron-positron Higgs factory is the highest-priority next collider. 
For the longer term, the European par:cle physics community has the ambi-on 
to operate a proton-proton collider at the highest achievable energy. 
These compelling goals will require innova-on and cuDng-edge technology: 
ü ramp up R&D on advanced accelerator technologies, in par:cular high-field 

superconduc-ng magnets, including high-temperature superconductors
ü inves:gate the technical and financial feasibility of a future hadron collider 

at CERN with a centre-of-mass energy of at least 100 TeV and with an 
electron-positron Higgs and electroweak factory as a possible first stage

ü the ILC in Japan would be compa:ble with this strategy
• The European par:cle physics community must intensify accelerator R&D and

sustain it with adequate resources. A roadmap should priori-se the technology

http://dx.doi.org/10.17181/CERN.JSC6.W89E


EU Strategy è Accelerator R&D Roadmap
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European Strategy Update – June 19, 2020:

High-priority future iniMaMves [..]
In addi<on to the high field magnets the accelerator R&D roadmap could contain:

[..] an interna-onal design study for a muon collider, as it represents 
a unique opportunity to achieve a mul$-TeV energy domain beyond the reach of 
e+e–colliders, and poten:ally within a more compact circular tunnel than for a 
hadron collider. The biggest challenge remains to produce an intense beam of 
cooled muons, but novel ideas are being explored.

The compelling physics reach jus4fies establishment of an interna4onal collabora4on to develop fully 
the muon collider design study and to pursue R&D priori4es, according to an agreed upon work plan.

To facilitate implemen-on of the European Strategy LDG decided (July 2 2020) to:
Agree to start building the collabora:on for interna:onal muon collider design study

è Interna-onal Muon Collider Collabora-on kick-off virtual mee-ng   
(>260 par=cipants)   hTps://indico.cern.ch/event/930508/

July 3rd , 2020

CERN Laboratory Directors Group (LDG) established an Accelerator R&D roadmap 
to define a route towards implementa4on of the goals of the 2020 ESPPU bringing together the capabili4es 

of CERN and the LNLs to carry out R&D and construc4on and opera4on of demonstrators

https://indico.cern.ch/event/930508/


Linear vs Circular lepton 𝑒!𝑒" collider
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CLIC at 3 TeV has been optimised over decades:
18 GCHF, 590 MW power consumption



Muon beams specific proper2es
Muons are leptons with mass (105.7 MeV/c2) 207 <mes larger than 𝒆±

è Negligible synchrotron radia2on emission (∞𝒎!𝟒)
• Mul--pass collisions (1000 turns) in collider ring:

– High luminosity with reasonable beam power and wall plug power needs
• relaxed beam emi\ances & sizes, alignment & stability

– Mul--detectors suppor-ng broad physics communi-es
– Large -me (15 ms) between bunch crossings

• No beam-strahlung at collision: 
– narrow luminosity spectrum

• Mul--pass accelera-on in rings or RLA:
– Compact accelera-on system and collider
– Cost effec-ve construc-on & opera-on 

• No cooling by synchrotron radia-on in standard damping rings
– Requires development of novel cooling method
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Why a multi-TeV Muon Collider? 
cost-effec<ve and unique opportunity 

for lepton colliders @ Ecm > 3 TeV
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Strong interest to reuse exis=ng facili=es and infrastructure (i.e. LHC tunnel) in Europe 

sufficient luminosity required

Energy Efficiency

Daniel Schulte

Energy at which 𝝈𝒑𝒑 = 𝝈𝝁𝝁

EW physics

Colored physics

Muon Colliders

Andrea Wulzer

arxiv:1901.06150
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– Limited life<me: 2.2 𝝁𝒔 at rest
• Race against death: fast genera-on, accelera-on & collision before decay
• Muons decay in accelerator and detector

– Physics feasibility with  large background?
– Shielding of detector and facility irradia8on

• Decays in neutrinos:
– Ideal source of well defined electron and muons neutrinos in equal quan88es :

The neutrino factory concept

» Limita8on in energy reach by neutrino radia8on

– Generated as ter<ary par<cles in large emiMances
– powerful MW(s) driver
– novel cooling method (6D 106 emiIance reduc8on)

Development of novel ideas and technologies 
with key accelerator and detector challenges!

Muons: Issues & Challenges
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A unique facility
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Muon colliders to expand fronMers of parMcle physics
K.Long, D.Lucchesi, M.Palmer, N.Pastrone, D.Schulte, V. Shiltsev

Overwhelming physics potential:
• Precision measurements
• Discovery searches 

Challenging Facility Design:  
• Key issues/risks
• R&D plan - synergies

an idea over 50 years old has now the opportunity to become feasible   
ESPP Input document: Muon Colliders

Muons – fundamental par<cles –
leptons ~ 200 <mes heavier than electron
decay with life<me at rest of 2.2 𝜇𝑠

Jan 2021

cost effective   è need real study to confirm cost
power efficient è need a more detailed study
compact site è more with better ramping  magnets

Donatella Lucchesi et al.

Different phyiscs benchmark simulated with Beam-Induced Background at 3 TeV
to demonstrate feasibility and physics potenMal reach

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41567-020-01130-x
arxiv:1901.06150


International Collaboration

Objective: 
In time for the next European Strategy for Particle Physics Update, the Design Study based 
at CERN since 2020 aims to establish whether the investment into a full CDR and a 
demonstrator is scientifically justified. 
It will provide a baseline concept, well-supported performance expectations and assess the 
associated key risks as well as cost and power consumption drivers. 
It will also identify an R&D path to demonstrate the feasibility of the collider. 

Scope: 
• Focus on the high-energy frontier  and two energy ranges: 
– 3   TeV if possible with technology ready for construction in 10-20 years 
– 10+ TeV with more advanced technology, the reason to choose muon colliders 
• Explore synergies with other options (neutrino/higgs factory) 
• Define R&D path 

Project Leader:  Daniel Schulte 

Web page:   
h\p://muoncollider.web.cern.ch 10

http://muoncollider.web.cern.ch/


Physics potential
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A dream machine to probe unprecedented energy scales and many different direc<ons at once!  

Great and growing interest in the theory community 
è many papers recently published, as: 

The Muon Smasher's Guide, 
https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2103.14043

Strong and crucial synergies to design the machine and 
the experiment to reach the physics goals with energy 

and luminosity allowing % precision measurements
è Physics benchmarks steer machine parameters and experiment design

Muon Collider can be 

the game changer!

https://doi.org/10.48550/arXiv.2103.14043


Higgs physics

Higgs coupling sensiJviJes k-framework 

Higgs trilinear 
self-couplings

arXiv:2203.07256 Muon Collider Physics Summary
arXiv:2203.07261 The physics case of a 3 TeV muon collider stage 
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hQps://snowmass21.org/energy/muon_forum

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07256
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07261
https://snowmass21.org/energy/muon_forum


Physics reach in a nutshell

Exclusion contour for a scalar singlet 
of mass mφ mixed with the Higgs 
boson with strength sin γ

arXiv:2203.07256 Muon Collider Physics Summary
arXiv:2203.07261 The physics case of a 3 TeV muon collider stage 
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07256
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07261


g-2 @ Muon Collider
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proton (MAP) vs 
positron driven muon source

𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟑-𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟒𝝁/𝒔𝒆𝒄

arXiv:1905.05747v2 [physics.acc-ph]

MUON JINST collection
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.05747v2
https://iopscience.iop.org/journal/1748-0221/page/extraproc46


LEMMA: main idea
Low EMiHance Muon Accellerator
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POSITRON DRIVEN MUON SOURCE : direct 𝝁 pairs production

Muons produced from 𝒆!𝒆" → 𝝁!𝝁" at the 𝝁!𝝁" threshold @ √s ≈ 0.212 GeV

Asymmetric collisions maximize the 𝝁!𝝁"pairs production cross section
and minimize the 𝝁!𝝁" beam angular divergence and energy spread

è 45 GeV positron beam impinging on a target (𝑒" at rest)
è 𝝁!𝝁"produced @ ~22 GeV with low transverse emittance

with 𝜸(𝝁) ≈200 and 𝝁 laboratory lifetime of about 500 𝝁s

Aimed at obtaining high luminosity with relatively small 𝜇± fluxes thus reducing
background rates and activation problems due to high energy 𝜇± decays

M. Antonelli and P. Raimondi, Snowmass Report (2013) - INFN-13-22/LNF Note



Proton-driven Muon Collider Concept

Short, intense proton 
bunches to produce 
hadronic showers

Muon are captured, 
bunched and then cooled

AcceleraMon to 
collision energy

Collision

17

U.S. Muon Accelerator Program (MAP) hTp://map.fnal.gov/

• Recommenda:on from 2008 Par:cle Physics Project Priori:za:on Panel (P5)
• Approved by DOE-HEP in 2011 è Ramp down recommended by P5 in 2014

AIM:  to assess feasibility of technologies to develop muon accelerators for the 
Intensity and Energy Fron:ers

Pions decay into muons 
that can be captured

MICE  ionization cooling experiment 

http://map.fnal.gov/


Interna5onal Design Study facility
• Focus on two energy ranges: 
3   TeV technology ready for construc:on in 10-20 years 

10+ TeV with more advanced technology

Cost and power consump4on drivers, limit energy reach
e.g. 30 km accelerator for 10/14 TeV, 10/14 km collider ring

Drives beam quality:
challenging design and components

Dense neutrino flux
mi4ga4on and site 

Beam induced 
background

Proton driver production as baseline 

10+ TeV

completely new regime 

to explore!

18



MAP to Interna5onal Design Study
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• Based on 6-8 
GeV Linac
Source 

• H- stripping 
requirements 
similar to
neutrino ones 

• high power 
target

• 𝜋 production 
in high-field 
solenoid

U.S.$Muon$Accelerator$Program$$

  43 of 56 

(MC), thus providing the final elements of a Muon Accelerator Staging Plan which spans the 
Intensity and Energy Frontiers—in a nutshell,   
 

• nuSTORM → NuMAX → NuMAX+ → HF(commissioning) → HF(operation) → TeV-
scale MC  

2.4.3.1 Components%
 

 
Figure 27:  Functional elements of a Higgs Factory/Muon Collider complex 

 
The functional elements of a Higgs Factory/TeV-scale Muon Collider complex are illustrated 
schematically in Figure 27.  They can be listed as follows:  

• A proton driver producing a high-power multi-GeV bunched proton beam.  

• A pion production target operating in a high-field solenoid.  The solenoid confines the pions 
radially, guiding them into a decay channel. 

• A “front end” consisting of a solenoid π→µ decay channel, followed by a system of RF 
cavities to capture the muons longitudinally and phase rotate them into a bunch train suitable 
for use in the cooling channel. 

• A cooling channel that uses ionization cooling to reduce the longitudinal phase space 
occupied by the beam by about six orders of magnitude from the initial volume at the exit of 
the front end.  The first stages of the cooling scheme include 6D cooling and a bunch merge 
section.  For a Higgs Factory, cooling would stop before entering a “Final Cooling” section 
which trades increased longitudinal emittance for a ten-fold improvement in each transverse 
emittance as required for a high luminosity TeV-scale Muon Collider. 

• A series of acceleration stages to take the muon beams to the relevant collider energies.  
Depending on the final energy required, this chain may include an initial linac followed by 
recirculating linear accelerators (RLA) and/or fixed-field alternating gradient (FFAG) rings. 
At present, the multi-TeV collider designs utilize rapid-cycling synchrotrons (RCS) as the 
baseline for achieving the highest beam energies. 

• A compact collider ring, having a circumference of ~300 m for a Higgs Factory and several 
kilometers for a TeV-scale collider, along with the associated detector(s).  At present, the 
baseline Higgs Factory design assumes 1 detector while the TeV-scale colliders can readily 
accommodate at least 2 detectors. 

2.4.3.2 Implementation%on%the%Fermilab%site%
 
Here we discuss specific facilities based on Fermilab’s infrastructure and integrated with the 
stages of Project X.  Based on the physics needs identified at the time, the facility could support 
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• Fast 
acceleratio
n 

• Use RF 
and SC

• 𝜇± decay 
background

• Critical 
Machine 
Detector 
Interface 

• RF 
cavities 
bunch & 
phase 
rotate 𝜇±
into bunch 
train

• Ionization 
cooling 6D 

• MICE



Luminosity and parameters goals
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Parameter Unit 3 TeV 10 TeV 14 TeV

L 1034 cm-2s-1 1.8 20 40

N 1012 2.2 1.8 1.8

fr Hz 5 5 5

Pbeam MW 5.3 14.4 20

C km 4.5 10 14

<B> T 7 10.5 10.5

εL MeV m 7.5 7.5 7.5

σE / E % 0.1 0.1 0.1

σz mm 5 1.5 1.07

β mm 5 1.5 1.07

ε μm 25 25 25

σx,y μm 3.0 0.9 0.63

Target integrated luminosities

Note: currently consider 3 TeV and 
either 10 or 14 TeV

• Tentative parameters achieve 
goal in 5 years 

• FCC-hh to operate for 25 years
• Might integrate some margins
• Aim to have two detectors

Now study if these parameters lead 
to realisJc design with acceptable 

cost and power

Comparison:
CLIC at 3 TeV: 28 MW

Tentative target parameters 
Scaled from MAP parameters

ℒ = (ECM/10TeV)2 × 10 ab−1

@  3 TeV ~    1 ab−1 5 years

@ 10 TeV ~  10 ab−1 5 years

@ 14 TeV ~  20 ab−1 5 years   
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Cooling: Emittance Path
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MAP collaboration



Final Cooling Challenge
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energy loss re-acceleration

Energy loss = cooling Multiple scattering = heating

High field solenoids 
minimise beta-
function and impact 
of multiple scattering



Demonstrator and test facilities

Test'Facility'CERN'Site'Example'

D.'Schulte' Muon'Collider,'July'9,'2021' 25'

 Possibility around TT10 

11/02/2021 M. Calviani // Consideration on MUC Test Facility Target Systems costs 11 

M
U

C
 Test 

Facility 

100 m 

200 m
 

M. Benedikt, LHC Performance Workshop, Chamonix 2010 

TT10 line to S
P

S
 

BA1 

sLHC Project Note 0013  

CERN-AB-2007-061  
Dimension & location indicative 

Could'use'CERN'land'close'to'TT10'and'inject'beam'from'PS'(1013'20'GeV'protons'in'5'ns,'
O(10%)'of'collider,'with'O(1'Hz))'
'
Would'be'in'molasse'(no'radiaPon'to'ground'water),'could'later'accommodate'4'MW'
'
Could'alternaPvely'use'SPL'with'accumulator'ring'to'have'full'power'opPon'

Strong'synergies'
with'nuSTORM'
and'ENUBET'
'
Could'even'imagine'
to'share'part'of'the'
test'facility'with'
nuSTORM''

It could be close to TT10, and inject beam from PS
It would be on molasse, 
no radia4on to ground water

Strong synergies with 
nuSTORM and ENUBET

(Muon produc<on) 
and Cooling Demonstrator 

@ CERN Service Gallery

Collimation + Cooling area
Branch to nuSTORM / ENUBET

Extraction TT10

Space for radioactive 
storage

Utilities room

Target + Horn + dogleg

Vertical 
shaft

Vertical 
shaft

81 m38.5 m

Ø12 m

59.5 m

11 m

5.5 m

5.5 m
30 m

5.5 m

10.5 m

First attempt to design a site
Great opportunity to contribute 

Test facilities for enabling tecnologies: 
RF, Magnets, Target materials…..

Strong synergies with other future projects

Nadia Pastrone 23



Accelerator R&D Roadmap 
Bright Muon Beams and Muon Colliders

International Design Study Collaboration GOAL
In time for the next European Strategy for Particle Physics Update, aim to establish whether 

the investment into a full CDR and a demonstrator is scientifically justified 

The Panel endorsed this ambition and concludes that: 

• the MC presents enormous potential for fundamental physics research at the energy frontier
è it is the future direction toward high-energy, high-luminosity lepton collider
è it can be an option as next project after HL-LHC (i.e. operation mid2040s)  

• at this stage the panel did not identify any showstopper in the concept and sees strong
support of the feasibility from previous studies 

• it identified important R&D challenges 

The panel has identified a development path that
can address the major challenges and 
deliver a 3 TeV muon collider by 2045

Nadia Pastrone 24



Accelerator R&D Roadmap
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presented to CERN Council in December and 
published hQps://arxiv.org/abs/2201.07895
now under implementa4on by LDG + Council…

Intense preparation and review activities in 2021: 
3 Community Meetings (May, July, October) and 
a dedicated  Muon Collider Physics and Detector Workshop

Bright Muon Beams and Muon Colliders
Panel members: D. Schulte,(Chair), M. Palmer (Co-Chair), T. Arndt, A. Chancé, J. P. Delahaye, 

A.Faus-Golfe, S.Gilardoni, P.Lebrun, K.Long, E.Métral, N.Pastrone, L.Queher, T.Raubenheimer, 
C.Rogers, M.Seidel, D.Stratakis, A.Yamamoto

Associated members: A. Grudiev, R. Losito, D. Lucchesi

Technically limited 
timeline

A 3 TeV muon collider could be
ready by 2045, 

as reviewed by the Roadmap 

Nadia Pastrone

https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.07895
https://indico.cern.ch/category/14577/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1037447/


Plan

The panel has idenMfied 
a development path that

can address the major 
challenges and deliver a 

3 TeV muon collider by 2045

Nadia Pastrone 26

Aspirational Minimal

[FTEy] [kCHF] [FTEy] [kCHF] 

445.9 11875 193 2445

~70 Meu/5 years

Scenarios



International Community
CONTEXT:
• Laboratory Directors’ Group (LDG)  iniMated a muon collider collaboraMon  July 2, 2020

• CERN Medium Term Plan 2021-2025 - dedicated budget line – 2MCHF/year

• InternaMonal Design Study based at CERN è MoC signed by INFN July 2021
the project encompasses physics, machine, detector and Machine Detector Interface

• European LDG Accelerator R&D Roadmap  è presented to December Council 2021
dedicated Muon Beams Panel  - but also synergies in High field magnets, RF and ERL

• European ECFA Detector R&D Roadmap  è presented to December Council 2021
Muon collider @ 10 TeV is one of the targeted faciliSes emerging from the EPPSU

• US SnowMass Muon Collider Forum   since  2021  share ideas and studies across fronSers
•

• Snowmass/P5 process in the US   è ready by 2023

• HORIZON-INFRA-2022-DEV-01-01 EU project  for Design Study approved July 2022
Research infrastructure concept development  è supported  by TIARA

27



LEGEND

FCC

Muon Collider ring

Muon Collider
LHC

CERN Existing LHC

CLIC

CLIC

FCC

Muon Accelera0on ring

Footprint of future colliders @ CERN  



Muon Collider @ FNAL op2on

Fermilab new formed 
Future Colliders Group 

is actively exploring filler option 

10 TeV collider
requires ~16 T dipoles 

in RCS scenarios
With rapid-cycling 

2-4 T magnets 

Nadia Pastrone 29



Key Challenge Areas 
• Physics poten-al evalua:on, including detector concept and technologies 

• Impact on the environment 
– Neutrino flux mi-ga-on and its impact on the site (first concept exists) 
– Machine Induced Background impact the detector, and might limit physics 

• High-energy systems aier the cooling (accelera:on, collision, ...) 
– Fast-ramping magnet systems
– High-field magnets (in par:cular for 10+ TeV)

• High-quality muon beam produc-on
– Special RF and high peak power  
– Superconduc:ng solenoids  
– Cooling string demonstra:on (cell engineering design, demonstrator design) 

• Full accelerator chain 
– e.g. proton complex with H- source, compressor ring  è test of target material

High energy complex requires 
known components 
è synergies with other future colliders 

Nadia Pastrone 30



Plan for next 5 years
• End-to-end design with all systems 
• Key performance specificaMons 
• Evidence to achieve luminosity goal:
– beam parameters, collec4ve effects, tolerances …
• Evidence that the design is realisMc:
– performance specifica4on supported by technology 
– key hardware performances
– radia4on protec4on, impact and mi4ga4on of losses
– cost and power scale, site considera4ons 
• A path forward 
– Test facility 
– Component development 
– Beam tests 
– System op4misa4on

Nadia Pastrone 31



Key R&D challenges

Nadia Pastrone 32

Mark Palmer



Design Study activities: EU project  MuCol
HORIZON-INFRA-2022-DEV-01-01: 

Research infrastructure concept development

Nadia Pastrone 33

Total EU budget    3 Meu   - 48 months  -
18(+14) beneficiaries (associated) 

The MuCol study will produce a coherent description of a novel particle accelerator complex 
that will collide muons of opposite charge at the energy frontier. The study will target a 
centre-of-mass energy (ECM) of 10 TeV with 3 TeV envisaged as a first stage.

The main outcome of MuCol will be a report documenting the facility design that should demonstrate that:  
• the physics case of the muon collider is sound and detector systems can yield sufficient resolution and 

rejection of backgrounds; 
• there are no principle technology showstoppers that will prevent the achievement of a satisfactory 

performance from the accelerator or from the detectors side; 
• the muon collider provides a highly sustainable energy frontier facility as compared to other equivalent 

colliders;
• exploiting synergies with other scientific and industrial R&D projects, a valuable platform to provide 

Europe a leading edge not only in terms of discovery potential, but also for the development of 
associated technologies. 

The final report will include a thorough assessment of benefits and risks of the accelerator 
and detector complex, including an evaluation of the scientific, industrial and societal return 
beyond high-energy physics, the cost scale and sustainability of the complex and the impact 
arising from an implementation on the CERN site.



Magnet Demands
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20 T, 150 mm
High-field and large 
aperture target 
solenoid with heavy 
shielding to 
withstand heat (100 
kW/m) and radiation 
loads

±2 T, 400 Hz
80 mm x 40 mm

Combination 
of DC SC 
magnets (10 
T) and AC 
resistive 
magnets (±
2T)

Open midplane or large dipoles 
and quadrupoles in the range of 
10…16 T, bore in excess of 150 
mm to allow for shielding 
against heat (500 W/m) and 
radiation loads

10 T

16 T

Ultra-high-field 
solenoids (40…60 

T) to achieve 
desired muon 
beam cooling

Luca Bottura



Neutrino Flux Mi5ga5on
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Need miJgaJon of arcs at 10+ TeV: 
idea of Mokhov, Ginneken to move beam in aperture
our approach: move collider ring components, e.g. ver4cal 
bending with 1% of main field

Need to study mover system, 
magnet, connecMons 
and impact on beam

15 cm

~2 x 600 m

Opening angle ± 1 mradiant

14 TeV, in 200 m deep tunnel 
comparable to LHC case

t1

t2 s1 neutrinos

Neutrino Hazard “Ring” dose and “straight section” 
dose
(plot from B.King, hep-ex/005006)

4

Expected scaling laws:
Ring:          NP* E3, from Energy*cross section*1/J
Straight: : NP*E4, from Energy*cross section*1/J*1/J

arc

Legal limit 1 mSv/year
MAP goal < 0.1 mSv/year
Our goal: arcs below threshold for legal 
procedure < 10 μSv/year
LHC achieved < 5 μSv/year

3 TeV,  200 m deep tunnel is about OK

Working on different approaches for 
experimental inserMon

Nadia Pastrone



Machine Detector Interface
Advanced assessment of beam-induced background at a muon collider
F. Collama<, C. Curatolo, D. Lucchesi, A. Mereghen, P. Sala et al. 2021 JINST 16 P11009

LineBuilder + FLUKA simulation

The machine elements, MDI and interacMon region must be properly designed and 
opMmized

@ each collider energy   

𝒔 = 𝟑 TeV

è first lattice and MDI studies  @ 10 TeV by CERN

Study Beam-Induced Background @ 𝑠 = 1.5 and 3 TeV, using  MAP lance –
nozzle op<mized at 1.5 TeV

Nadia Pastrone 36

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/16/11/P11009


Beam Induced Background

37

FLUKA simulation



1 MeV 𝑛!"
fluence/year @ 3 TeV

TID/year  @ 3 TeV
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Detector studies @ 𝑠 =1.5 TeV

INFN Muon Collider Meeting - June 3, 2020M. Casarsa 4

Detector overview

muon 
chambers

hadronic
calorimeter

electromagnetic
calorimeter

superconducting
solenoid (4T)

tracking system

shielding nozzles
(tungsten + borated 

polyethylene cladding) 

§ CLIC Detector technologies adopted with important 
tracker modifications to cope with BIB 

§ Detector design optimization at 𝑠=1.5 (3) TeV

Vertex Detector (VXD)
§ 4 double-sensor barrel layers 

25x25µm2

§ 4+4 double-sensor disks 25x25µm2

Inner Tracker (IT)
§ 3 barrel layers 50x50µm2

§ 7+7 disks          ’’
Outer Tracker(OT)
§ 3 barrel layers 50x50µm2

§ 4+4 disks        ’’
Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL)
§ 40 layers W absorber and silicon pad 

sensors,  5x5 mm2 

Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL)
§ 60 layers steel absorber & plastic 

scintillating tiles, 30x30 mm2

Quite advanced conceptual design for 1.5 TeV and 3 TeV
è More R&D on technologies required @ 10+ TeV

Full simulabon available on public repository

B = 3.57 T   to be 
studied and tuned

TO BE IMPROVED
TUNED at higher 𝒔

R&D Detector
LGAD
ECAL PbF2 CRILIN 
HCAL-gas   
mu_picosec                    
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arXiv:2203.07964 Simulated Detector Performance at the Muon Collider
arXiv:2203.07224 Promising Technologies and R&D Directions for the Future Muon Collider Detectors

Synergies with
AIDAinnova EU project 

https://github.com/MuonColliderSoft
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07964
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07224
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Using directional information
● Double-sensor layers ● Cluster shape analysis using

realistic pixel detector digitization

Loose: requires compatiblity with 
beamspot region within ~10mm
Tight: assumes knowledge of primary
vertex position (or secondary-vertex)

Track reconstruction time decreases to 
hours or ~ 3 minutes per event

Tracker detector @ 1.5 TeV
Max radiation tolerance NIEL: 0.5x 1016 neq/cm2/year
Max radiation tolerance TID: 300 Mrad/year

• Vertex detector properly designed to not overlap with the BIB horest spots around IR 
• Timing window applied to reduce hits from out-of-<me BIB
• Granularity op<mized to ensure ≲ 1% occupancy
• Realis<c digi<za<on in progress è BIB suppression based on cluster shape
• If primary vertex could be known before è effec<ve angular matching of hit doublets
• To be tuned in presence of secondary ver<ces or long-lived par<cles

Detector Performance Studies at a Muon Collider - ICHEP2020 - July 29, 2020M. Casarsa 6

MDI and detector design

Two examples of MAP’s solutions

to cope with the BIB:

MDI: two tungsten nozzles

with 5-cm polyethylene 

cladding for neutrons reduce

the beam-induced background

in the detector by a factor 

of ~500.

VXD geometry: the vertex

detector barrel is designed 

in such a way not to overlap

with the BIB hottest spots

around the interaction region.

VXD layer 0

VXD layer 1

VXD layer 2

VXD layer 3
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z coordinate of BIB particles entering the detector
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Calorimeters and Muon detectors

C𝐚𝐥𝐨𝐫𝐢𝐦𝐞𝐭𝐞𝐫𝐬

BIB deposits large amount of 
energy in both ECAL and HCAL

Muon System
Low BIB contribu<on, concentrated 
in the low-radius endcap region

timing and longitudinal measurements play a 
key role in the BIB suppression 

Innovabve and computabonally efficient 
event-reconstrucbon approaches are needed

20Apr 18, 2021 S. Pagan Griso

Muon system

● RPC cells of 30x30mm2

– 7 barrel layers, 6 endcap layers

● Much reduced BIB contribution compared
to tracker and calorimeter (~8% of BIB)

– concentrated in the low-radius endcap region

● Can be effectively removed with geometrical cut to a level that does not 
contaminate reconstructed muons

BIB-onlyBIB-only

θ=8°, 10°

Investigating new 
technologies for R&D

Nadia Pastrone 41

/12Lorenzo Sestini??/??/2021

Jet reconstruction performance

10

• The jet performance obtained 
with Crilin is compared with the 
one obtained with the W-Si 
ECAL barrel from the CLIC 
design report. The same 
reconstruction strategy is 
applied. 

• The performance obtained with 
Crilin is at the same level of W-
Si (but the money cost of Crilin 
is a factor 10 less!) 

• Notice that there are still many 
rooms for optimization, therefore 
these performance can be 
improved in the future. 



High Precision Measurements
𝝁#𝝁$ → 𝑯𝒙 → 𝒃4𝒃x with Beam-Induced Background at 3 TeV

Event 1300, Run 13
Event display after the reconstruction
No cleaning cuts, no analysis requirements
Jets from beam background removed during the analysis

ECAL

Inner/Outer Tracker

Vertex Detector

Yellow/green tracks: Montecarlo particles

Nadia Pastrone 42

Donatella Lucchesi et al.

arXiv:2203.07261 The physics case of a 3 TeV muon collider stage 
arXiv:2203.07964 Simulated Detector Performance at the Muon Collider

Different phyiscs benchmark simulated with Beam-Induced Background at 3 TeV
to demonstrate feasibility and physics potential reach

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07261
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07964
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WHIZARD+Pythia8 simulation @ 3 TeV

μ+μ-→ H(→ bb ̅)+X 

Background μ+μ- → qq + X (with q=b or c) 

relaMve staMsMcal uncertainty on 
H→ bbn cross secMon of 0.75% found  

Uncertainty on HH → bbnbbn cross secMon of 
about 30% found50 HH and 432 background 

@ 3 TeV  - 1 ab-1

59.5k signal events and 
65.4k background events expected 
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• New key technologies are becoming available
è Time scale is becoming realis<c for a mul<-TeV collider

• New Physics opportuni<es
è Higher energy = Higher luminosity
è Direct searches+precision – reach physics program 

Advances in detector and accelerator 
pair with the opportuni-es 

of the physics case 

Collabora'on Mee'ng of the Muon Collider Study  @ CERN   
October 11-14, 2022 hOps://indico.cern.ch/event/1175126/

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1175126/


Thanks for the a-en.on!
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Please subscribe at the 
CERN e-group “muoncollider”:

MUONCOLLIDER-DETECTOR-PHYSICS
MUST-phydet@cern.ch

MUONCOLLIDER-FACILITY
MUST-mac@cern.ch

• CERN website
https://muoncollider.web.cern.ch/

• INFN Confluence website: full simulation 
https://confluence.infn.it/display/muoncollider

• International Design Study  Indico @ CERN   
https://indico.cern.ch/category/11818/

• Muon Collider SnowMass Forum USA 
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/47038/

mailto:MUST-phydet@cern.ch
mailto:MUST-mac@cern.ch
https://muoncollider.web.cern.ch/
https://confluence.infn.it/display/muoncollider
https://indico.cern.ch/category/11818/
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/47038/


extras
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ü IMCC started officially on July 3nd 2020: Web site

ü Several ins<tu<ons are collabora<ng, US via the Snowmass process

ü Muon collider is part of European Accelerator R&D Roadmap  Yellow Report

ü A lot of contribu<ons submired to the Snowmass process

March 15, 2022
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MUon collider STrategy network  – MUST
INFN – CERN (+BINP) – CEA – IJCLAB – KIT – PSI – UKRI – (USA not beneficiary)

Task 5.1  
….
It will serve as the common ground for a growing interna<onal muon-collider collabora<on
MUST will support to establish an interna<onal collabora<on and develop an op<mized R&D roadmap 
towards a future muon collider, including the defini<on of op<mum test facili<es and possible 
intermediate steps
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1 January 2022 - 31 December 2025    EU RISE project
aMUSE further provides an excellent platform for an ambitious EU-US network to advance the development 
of muon beams.
Objectives  WP3 – leader: Donatella Lucchesi
• Study techniques of unstable particles beam cooling muon beams at different energies, 

aiming to validate the simulation with experimental tests
• High energy muon beams: determine the optimal interaction region configuration by 

studying the beam induced background and new detector technologies able to handle it
• Design and simulate detector for different centre of mass energies
• Evaluate the radiation hazards related to the neutrino flux emitted by the muon beams. 

May 1, 2021 – April 30, 2024



EU project: WP 
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WP 2: Physics and Detector Requirements  
Leader D. Lucchesi Univ. PD + INFN (M. Casarsa) + many + + Univ. PV associated
Link to the physics and detector studies, to provide a database with Beam-Induced 
Background (BIB) to the physics community and maintain a simplified model of the detector 
for physics studies. Based on feedback from the physics community, it will provide feedback 
and guidance to the accelerator design.

WP 3: The Proton Complex  
Leader ESS-CERN-UU
key challenge of the proton complex design, the accumula<on of the protons in very high-
charge bunches and determine the required basic parameters of the complex.

WP 4: The Muon ProducMon and Cooling  
Leader STFC-CERN+ UK
Produc<on of the muons by the proton beam hinng a target and the subsequent cooling

WP 5: The High-energy Complex  
Leader CEA(Antoine Chance)-CERN-STFC-INFN (F. CollamaM – RM1-TO) only MDI 
Accelera<on and collision complex of the muons. Interac<on Region and Machine Detector 
Interface. 



EU project: WP 
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WP 6: Radio Frequency Systems
Leader CEA(C. Marchand)+INFN(D. Giove- MI - LNL)-CERN++++

Radio Frequency (RF) systems of the muon cooling and the accelera<on complex.

WP 7: Magnet Systems
Leader CERN(L. Boqura)-CERN+++ INFN(GE, MI, BO) + Univ. BO associated

Most cri<cal magnets of the muon collider. In par<cular focus on the solenoids of the 
muon produc<on and cooling, which are specific to the muon collider. The fast-ramping 
magnet system, which has ambi<ous requirements on power flow and power efficiency 
and limits the energy reach of the collider,

WP 8: Cooling Cell IntegraMon
Leader CERN(R. Losito)+Univ. MI (L. Rossi)-STFC-INFN(M. Statera – mag. e D. Giove – RF) 
Design of the muon cooling cell, which is  a unique and novel design and which faces 
integra<on challenges: interact to address the challenges of the muon collider concept. 
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Magnet R&D impact on Science and Society

• R&D on the magnet technology necessary for a muon collider has 
mul6ple implica6ons for other fields of science, industry and 
society. Below some relevant examples:
– The target solenoid requires large fields (15 T) in a large bore (2 m), in 

the range of field and geometry relevant for a full-body MRI of the 
next genera:on[1], or solenoid magnets for fusion[2] 

– Ultra-high field solenoids (40…60 T) with modest bore (50 mm) as 
required by the final cooling stage share the challenges of magnets for 
high-field science[3-5], as well as solenoids for NMR spectroscopy [6]

– The fast-ramped magnets planned in the accelera:on stage (4 T field 
swing, 400 Hz) are relevant to the development of rapid cycled 
synchrotrons for intense beams, nuclear physics, medical applica:ons, 
and accelerator-driven reactors and transmuta:on systems [7]

– Energy and power management for the fast ramped magnets in the 
accelerator complex, typically tens of MJ on the :me scale of 1 ms, i.e.
tens of GW, share challenges with pulsed power conversion for high-
field magnets, as well as energy storage and power management for 
the power grid

– Large aperture dipoles and quadrupoles for the collider will profit from 
the stress-management techniques developed for High-Field Magnets 

Luca Bottura



H→bb @ 1.5 TeV
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D. Lucchesi et al.
JINST 15 (2020) 05, P05001

MAY 9, 2019

Figure 9: Uncorrected jet transverse momentum (left) and jet pseudorapidity (right) in Higgs and Z events produced
in 1.5-TeV muon collisions. Higgs and Z distributions are normalized to the same area. Background described in
Section 3 is not included.

Figure 10: Di-jet mass distributions for Higgs and Z produced in 1.5-TeV muon collisions, without and with a
logarithmic scale in y-axis (left and right figures, respectively). The relative normalization of the two distributions
is equal to the ratio of the expected number of events, considering the selection efficiencies and the cross sections.
Background described in Section 3 is not included.

The next step would be to reconstruct the H ! bb̄ and the Z ! bb̄ including the machine-induced background, but
unfortunately the software and the framework, or at least the knowledge that the authors of this paper have of it, has not
allow to do it up to now. The work is in progress focusing primarly on tracking studies.

5 Neutrino induced hazard

The importance of radiation hazard due to highly collimated intense neutrino beams is known since many years. It has
already been studied in an analytic way and with MARS15 simulations, as reported for instance in Refs. [18, 19, 20].

Concerns come from the dose at the point where the neutrino beam reaches the earth surface, far away from the
production point. The dose shall be well below the recommended annual dose limit for public, presently at 1 mSv/year.
A goal of 0.1 mSv/year is assumed here. The neutrino beam spread is roughly given by 1/� of the parent muons. At
1 TeV, 1/� ⇡ 1. ⇥ 10�4 , resulting in a 100 m spot at a distance of 100 km from the production point. Despite the
very small cross section, products from neutrino interactions are concentrated in a small cone, thus delivering a sizable
dose. When considering a real collider, part of the neutrinos will be produced by muons decaying in the arcs, part in the
straight sections. The level and distribution of dose is different in the two situations. In an ideal ring, with no straight
sections, the neutrino products will reach the Earth surface along a ring concentric to the collider, at a distance that (for
a flat Earth) is roughly proportional to 1/D2, were D is the depth at which the collider is situated. The dose from a ring

8
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Extremely promising
1) muon produced with low emittance è “no/low cooling” needed
2) muon produced already boosted with low energy spread

But difficult
1) Low production cross section: maximum  σ(𝑒!𝑒" → 𝜇!𝜇") ~ 1 𝜇b
2) Low prodution efficiency (∼ 9×10"* μ per 𝑒! using a 3 mm Be target) 
3) Bremsstrahlung (high Z → Z2) & multiple scattering (√X0) in production target 
4) High heat load and stress in μ production target 
5) Synchrotron power O(100 MW) ç available 45 GeV positron sources

arXiv:1905.05747

è need consolida-on to overcome technical limita<ons to reach higher muon intensi<es
è LEMMA pre-CDR plan presented to INFN GE by Alessandro Variola October 2019

https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.05747
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Very rough cost es5mate
Vladimir SHILTSEV, David NEUFFER ( Fermilab) 

IPAC2018 - MOPMF072 



6D Cooling Cell Design
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Rectilinear Cooling Channel
A1 A4

B1 B8

Beam

Beam

Initial 6D cooling

MuCool: >50 MV/m in 5 T
Two solutions
• H2-filled copper cavities
• Cavities with Be end caps

2.2 T

Will aim for further optimisation
This is the unique and novel system of the muon
collider
Will need a test facility

High-gradient cavities 
in high magnetic field

Tight integration of 
solenoids, RF, absorbers, 
instrumentation, cooling, 
vacuum, alignment, …



MICE (in the UK)

Muon Collider, Touschek Syposium, 
Frascati, December 2021
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Principle of ionisation
cooling has been 
demonstrated

Electron
Muon

Ranger
(EMR)

Pre-shower
(KL)

ToF 2

Time-of-flight
hodoscope 1

(ToF 0)

Cherenkov
counters
(CKOV)

ToF 1

MICE
Muon
Beam
(MMB)

Upstream
spectrometer module

Downstream
spectrometer module

Absorber/focus-coil
module

Liquid-hydrogen
absorber

Scintillating-fibre
trackers

Variable thickness
high-Z diffuser

7th February 2015

MICE Nature volume 578, 
pages 53-59 (2020)

More particles at 
smaller amplitude after 
absorber
is put in place

More complete 
experiment with 
higher statistics, more 
than one stage 
required

Integration of 
magnets, RF, 
absorbers, vacuum is 
engineering 
challenge



Lepton Colliders:  µ vs e @ √s=125 GeV
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Back on the envelope calculation:

More precise determina<on 
by M. Greco et al.  arXiv:1607.03210v2

R: percentage beam energy resolution, key parameter 

�(BW) ISR alone R (%) BES alone BES+ISR

µ
+
µ
�: 71 pb 37

0.01 17 10

0.003 41 22

e
+
e
�: 1.7 fb 0.50

0.04 0.12 0.048

0.01 0.41 0.15

Table 1. E↵ective cross sections in µ
+
µ
� (upper panel) collision in units of pb and e

+
e
� (lower

panel) collision in units of fb at the resonance
p
s = mh = 125 GeV, with Breit-Wigner resonance

profile alone, with ISR alone (Jadach-Ward-Was (b)), with BES alone for two choices of beam energy
resolutions, and both the BES and ISR e↵ects included.

3.1 The case for the muon collider

The muon collider Higgs factory features a line-shape scan of the Higgs boson, enables a si-

multaneous measurement of the Higgs boson mass, width and muon Yukawa at unprecedented

precision [3–5]. The inclusion of the ISR e↵ects make the prediction more robust.

In Table 1 we show the reduction e↵ects for the resonance production of the SM Higgs

boson at 125 GeV for a muon collider (upper panel) including BES and ISR. The resonance

production rate is reduced by a factor of 1.9 with the inclusion of ISR e↵ect with the parame-

terization of Jadach-Ward-Was (b). Independently, the production rate would be reduced by

factors of 4.2 and 1.7 for beam spread of 0.01% and 0.003% respectively.1 The total reduction

after the convolution of the beam spread and the ISR e↵ect is 7.1 and 3.2 for the two beam

spread scenarios, respectively.

To illustrate the resulting line-shape we show in Fig. 2 (left panel for a µ
+
µ
� collider)

for various setups of our evaluation. We show the sharp Breit-Wigner resonance in solid blue

lines. The BES will broaden the resonance line-shape with a lower peak value and higher

o↵-resonance cross sections, as illustrated by the green curves. The solid lines and dashed

lines represent the narrow and wide BES of 0.01% and 0.003%, respectively. The ISR e↵ect is

asymmetric below and above the resonant mass, because it only reduces the collision energy

by emitting photons, shown in the orange curve. In regions 10 MeV above the Higgs mass, the

ISR e↵ect increases the production rate via “radiative return” mechanism. Still, the overall

e↵ect is the reduction of on-shell rate as clearly indicated in the plot. In red lines we show

the line shapes of the Higgs boson with both the BES and the ISR e↵ect. We can see the

resulting line shape is not merely a product of two e↵ect but rather complex convolution,

justifying necessity of our numerical evaluation.

Having understood the ISR and BES e↵ects on the signal production rates and line shapes,

we now proceed to understand the e↵ect on the background. For the muon collider study, the

main search channels for the Higgs boson will be the exclusive mode of bb̄ and WW
⇤. For the

bb̄ final state the main background is from the o↵-shell Z/� s-channel production. The ISR

1
In comparison with the cross sections considering beam energy spread in our initial study [5], some small

numerical di↵erences are generated due to a di↵erent choice of the Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV instead of

126 GeV and correspondingly the di↵erent branching fractions and total widths.
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• Lower beamstrahlung in a Muon Collider, enabling more effective beam constraints and 
sharper distributions for physics signals; 

• Typically smaller levels of beam polarization: 15% muon vs 80% electron polarization; 
• Beam shielding required in a Muon Collider limits acceptance in the forward direction. 

The radiation environment in a Muon Collider is similar to that at LHC, which will require 
detectors with moderate radiation hardness. 
 
Muon Collider beam energy can be measured with a precision better then 10–5 by utilizing the g-2 
spin precession of beam muons33.  With beam energy spread similar to the predicted 4.2 MeV 
width of the Higgs a model-independent measurement of the Higgs width could be the unique, 
flagship measurement of such a machine.  With straightforward event shape cuts the Higgs →
!!!signal/ background ratio can be close to 334.  A beam energy scan with 1 fb-1 integrated 
luminosity, counting the Higgs yield as a function of the center-of-mass energy, can establish the 
mass of the Higgs to a statistical precision better than 0.1 MeV and the width to better than 0.5 
MeV35 as shown in Figure 22.  Here the crucial factors are establishment, measurement, and 
maintenance of a small beam energy spread and precise monitoring of the beam energy.  
Figure 23 shows the cross section of a possible Higgs Factory Muon Collider detector consisting 
of precise tracking, calorimetry and muon detection.  Shielding of detectors from beam-induced 
radiation is discussed later in this section. 

 

Figure 22: Simulated bb̄ event counts from a 1 fb-1 scan across a 126 GeV Higgs peak assuming 4.2 MeV 
beam energy spread. 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
33 R. Raja, A. Tollestrup, Phys. Rev. D 58, 013005 (1998). 
34 A. Conway, H. Wenzel, arXiv:1304.5270. 
35 T. Han, Z. Liu, arXiv:1210.7803. 

Higgs width 4.2 MeV
Beam energy spread ~ 10-5
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